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Revision of the TVWF Directive: Comments on the issues papers by the "Information 

Society and Media" Directorate-General for the Liverpool Conference on audiovisual 

media (July 2005) 

 

Issues paper 1: Rules for audiovisual services  

 

VDZ – Verband Deutscher Zeitschriftenverleger e. V. is the umbrella organization of German 

magazine publishers and their online services. Its members include more than 400 

publishing houses, organized in seven federal-state associations, who publish over 3,000 

magazines and hence account for around 90% of the German magazine market. The share 

of supplementary electronic issues is growing continuously here, and so is the share of 

independent electronic issues. The purpose of the Association is to protect and represent the 

common ideal and economic interests of magazine publishers. 
  
VDZ is pleased to have this opportunity to comment on the debate concerning the revision of 

the Television Without Frontiers Directive. Considering the current status of debate, we will 

restrict ourselves to what we consider to be the most important issues papers. Although our 

comments are separated according to the issues papers, we recommend that you consider 

these as one context where necessary.  

 

Summary of issues paper 1 
 
We welcome the move by the Commission to attempt to liberalise the affected 

industries during its revision of the TVWF Directive.  
 

We are, however, of the opinion that the expansion of the scope of the Directive 

beyond broadcasting to include other audiovisual media, which was also 

discussed, does not hold any recognisable potential to promote a flourishing 

European media landscape.  
 

If such an expansion to non-linear audiovisual content, such as films supplied via 

the Internet, is still to be pursued, the electronic press, including its specific 

audiovisual elements, must be specifically and clearly excluded from the scope of 

an expanded directive. Otherwise, there would be danger of not only missing the 

aim of promoting European media but of undermining this aim through regulations 

that hinder development. 

 

 

I. The Internet as a path of disseminating different media such as the electronic press, 

film or video, television and radio 
 
First of all, we would like to highlight the character of the Internet as a uniform path of 

disseminating what are still different media that must be treated separately in legal terms. For 

this leads to statements that are of fundamental importance for the scope of the planned 

regulation of television and other audiovisual media.  
 
Contrary to a concept that still prevails, the Internet does not lead to any convergence of 

media. Nor will media converge as a result of the possibility to watch television and video 

and read electronic magazines on the same screen. The only uniform elements are the 
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Internet as the path for disseminating and the screen as the reception unit. The media 

remain separate.  
 
1. The television programme disseminated via the Internet is just as invasive, suggestive 

for the viewer, and complex in its organization and financing as disseminated via television 

transmitter. Television disseminated via the Internet is the same "lean-back“ media with the 

same brain pattern zone activity as via cable transmission and contains just as little text to 

read as via satellite reception. All this and other reasons subject boadcasting – even when 

transmitted via the Internet – to stricter regulation possibilities than permitted for other media 

and in particular the free press (traditional or electronic). Consider, for instance, the 

permissibility of the license requirement for broadcasters, but, of course, not for the publisher 

of a newspaper pursuant to Article 10 European Convention for the Protection of Human 

Rights, stricter content restrictions, the greater supervisory possibilities, such as, for 

example, programme monitoring, etc.  
 
2. A film that is not broadcast on television retains its own independent character as a 

medium when supplied as a video via the Internet.  
 
3. On the one hand, the electronic press delivers electronic issues identical to the paper 

version right down to layout (in German-speaking areas, frequently referred to as "e-paper"). 

These electronic issues could even overtake the paper share thanks to the "e-ink" display 

medium, a flexible foil that can be loaded with the newspaper content, at some time in the 

future. On the other hand, texts and pictures exist with contents which are in part identical to 

the paper version, as well as texts and pictures which are exclusively delivered electronically, 

sometimes including animations, moving pictures and sounds of lesser importance. In all of 

these variants, the electronic press is marked by the same actual and legal factors as the 

traditional press. Reception requires the capability and mental effort to read, passive 

reception is not possible nor is it possible to merely switch on, off or over. Reception is 

possible on a selective basis, etc. Using relatively simple means, each citizen can also make 

use of the freedom of the electronic press for his/her own publications. This means that the 

freedom of the electronic press in terms of fundamental rights and human rights is just as 

intensive as that of its counterparts printed on paper. A license requirement would violate 

fundamental rights. Content control by public authorities or even bans on content cannot be 

justified, etc. Everyone is entitled to freedom of expression and hence to subsequently 

assume responsibility for any content-related legal violation before independent judges. 

Public supervisory authorities with a programme monitoring function or other content-related 

authority to intervene would be unacceptable.  

 

II. The expansion of the TVWF Directive to other audiovisual media does not promise 

any advantages 
 
If television programmes are not limited to terrestrial, satellite and cable transmission, but 

can also be broadcast via the Internet, then it makes sense to subject the television 

programmes delivered along this disseminating path to the regulations specifically designed 

for the broadcasting sector. Each expansion of the – unchanged or even modified – 

regulation to other audiovisual media, such as to films delivered via the Internet, would, 

however, have to demonstrate specific advantages compared to the existing legal status, 

and this is currently not the case.  

 

III. In any case, the clear exclusion of the electronic press, including any moving 

picture elements, from the Directive is mandatory 
 
If an expansion of the TVWF Directive to other audiovisual content services is still to be 

pursued, the electronic press must be specifically and clearly excluded from the scope of an 
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expanded directive. Otherwise, one would risk to stifle the reading medium which is essential 

for any informed society in its electronic development, thereby undermining the aim of 

promoting a flourishing European media landscape. 

 

It would mean an unreasonable obstacle to the electronic press if any rules for audiovisual 

content services were to be applied to each electronically transmitted moving picture with or 

without sound. For the electronic press does not only deliver precise copies of the paper 

issue (e-paper), but also offers, for instance, typical press text and picture issues that include 

animations, short sequences of moving pictures and sound, but which do not become 

television or film nor any other category of "audiovisual" content services. It must be noted, 

however, that this is text and picture-based press services. The elements of moving pictures 

or animation are subordinate within the meaning of the communication service which is 

essentially characterised by text and static pictures. Advertising banners are typical here with 

their alternating texts, moving pictures, as are suitably animated illustrations in editorial parts. 

It is decisive that the electronic press even with elements of this kind remains the press and 

does not become an "audiovisual" content service. It would significantly hinder the 

development and freedom of the electronic press if the moving banner, the animation, etc. as 

a detail element were to be subject to the expanded TVWF-Directive whereupon these 

content splitters would be subject to a separate legal framework that is in no way justified. 

The very fact that this content splitter may be subject to other laws can lead to a massive 

obstruction for the electronic press. It is not about excluding broadcasting and video services 

offered by print publishers from broadcasting regulations or applicable video law. Such 

services are subject to the applicable laws.  

 

If, therefore, the scope of the Directive was to be extended to include non-linear audiovisual 

content services, the text of the revised Directive would have to reasonably exclude the 

electronic press. This could take place in the form of a suitably restricted definition of (non-

linear) audiovisual content services (for instance, electronically delivered films). In any case, 

an exclusion would have to be added to the respective definition as shown below:  

 

Art. 1: „For the purpose of this Directive: 

a) [Definition of "television broadcast“... and other "audiovisual" content services“]. 

Services that are largely marked by text and static pictures, including any moving-picture 

sequences or animations with or without sound, are not audiovisual content services.“ 

 

The vast majority of the electronic press is very easily to be distinguished from audiovisual 

services. We would be pleased to present to the Commission such electronic press services. 

In the event that there are difficulties with distinguishing in special cases, this is a normal 

problem to be solved by court decisions. The alternative with a rash and uncertain expansion 

of the Directive to all kinds of animation would be unreasonable and extremely stifling for the 

development and competitiveness of Europe's newspapers and magazines.  

 

Berlin, 1 September 2005 


